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Philip Wylie’s enthralling tales of saltwater fishing have been entertaining readers of the
Saturday Evening Post since 1939. Captain Crunch Adams, skipper of the charter boat
Poseidon , and his friend and partner Des Smith adventure high and low in the waters of Florida,
coming face to face with big fish and bigger personalities along the way. Featuring 22 of Wylie’s
best Crunch and Des stories, this is a delightful compendium of every thrill fishing has to
offer.These beloved adventures include:• "Widow Voyage"• "Light Tackle"• "Fifty-four, Forty and
Fight"• "The Way of All Fish"• "The Affair of the Ardent Ebook Tops"• "Smuggler’s Cove"• And
more favorite classics!With each Crunch and Des story selected by the author’s daughter, these
tales begin a journey of saltwater nostalgia, marine adventure, and warmhearted personalities
that will last far beyond the last page.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of
books for fishermen. Our books for anglers include titles that focus on fly fishing, bait fishing, fly-
casting, spin casting, deep sea fishing, and surf fishing. Our books offer both practical advice on
tackle, techniques, knots, and more, as well as lyrical prose on fishing for bass, trout, salmon,
crappie, baitfish, catfish, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
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STORIESPREFACE MY FATHER, PHIL WYLIEMy father, Philip Wylie, was two writers. He was,
first, Wylie the ferocious visionary, a preacher of the brimstone sort. This Wylie’s vituperative
attacks against American shortsightedness—such as “Science has Spoiled my Supper” and
“Our Polluted Paradise”—were written a full generation before nutrition or ecology became
national concerns. His book Generation of Vipers, a sermon on American hypocrisies, was
virtually memorized by American servicemen during World War II. Phil’s mastery of epithet—“A
woman whose urine would etch glass”—inspired a generation of imitators and put at least one
new pejorative, “Momism,” into the English language.Yet Phil was also Wylie the gentle
storyteller, who could amuse a little daughter at bedtime with ridiculous but moral fairy tales, and
whose short stories about two Miami fishermen, Crunch and Des, beguiled Saturday Evening
Post readers for almost thirty years. More than once I have faced some irate Wylie fan who
insists that the two authors could not have been the same person. Usually it is a Crunch and Des
enthusiast: It is understandably hard for some people to imagine that the author of these merry,
almost magical tales could have turned out the polemics “the other Wylie” was famous for. But
the stigmata are there: His fabulous lexical gifts, used in these tales for white magic rather than
black—“A blond of the maplefudge variety”; “gin-clear water”; “the cloying crimson of a Florida
sunset.” And above all, his descriptions of the fish, such as the marlin that “bounded out of the
water, immense and shocking. Silver and blue. A fish with a bill like a baseball bat and eyes the
size of teacups. Enraged.” An archetypal marlin; a Wylie fish.Phil loved fishing. Any kind of
fishing. He was happy to dig worms and catch “punkinseeds” in a farm pond, and often did so



with my children in his later years. When he first started doing well as a writer he did not spend
his money on fast cars and fancy furniture, but on fishing, hiring charterboats to hunt for marlin
and sailfish in the Gulf Stream off the Florida coast. Thus began the fishing stories. Forty-nine,
including several three- and six-part serials, appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, and twenty
more were published elsewhere.Phil often based a story on a real event. An experience of his
favorite charterboat captain, Harold Schmidt, and his mate, provided the basis for the first
Crunch and Des story, “Widow Voyage.” Sometimes he borrowed real people: The hero of “Once
on a Sunday” is a portrait of Phil’s father, my Grandpa Wylie, who was just such a craggy-faced,
benign Scottish Presbyterian minister. Sometimes life borrowed from Phil: Shortly after Miss
Jones caught her tarpon from the drawbridge (“Light Tackle”) a real person caught a record fish
under similar circumstances, tying up car and vessel traffic in all directions. The traffic cop who
showed up ignored the traffic and instead helped the fisherman to the shore and then waded in,
uniform and all, and beached the fish—a detail, Phil said, that he would not have dared to
invent.World War II changed Miami. There were indeed enemy ships offshore, and oil,
wreckage, and worse on the beaches. Fishing boats like the Poseidon were pressed into patrol
service and sometimes saw combat. Several stories in this collection reflect those events. In
“The Shipwreck of Crunch and Des,” the development of fishing gear for life-raft survival did
proceed much as described. The elite group of international big-game fishermen who put those
kits together included Phil Wylie; Wylie himself had been temporarily lost at sea, while testing life
raft fishing gear.Phil was a careful journalist and a gifted observer; his accounts of fish and fish
behavior are textbook-accurate. But the Crunch and Des stories, though accurately set and as
vivid as dreams, are not “realism”—they are romantic idylls. Dangers—storms, stingrays,
uncooperative bankers—never cause permanent damage. The red-faced selfish tycoon is sent
home chastened; the scurrilous boat captain who steals customers, fishes illegally, and doesn’t
keep his boat clean either mends his ways or is banished from the Gulf Stream Dock, that
timeless fishing Eden. Crunch and Des may be wrongheaded, but they are always right in the
end. The guy almost always gets the girl. And everyone catches fish who deserves to do so.
These stories entertain the mind and satisfy the soul.Phil’s characters, sometimes appearing
over and over again, are not so much stereotypes as archetypes. Crunch is the epitome of
honor, Des of strength; wisdom comes from Crunch’s wife Sari (an idealization of my beloved
and beautiful stepmother, Ricky Wylie). Heroes and heroines are often in disguise; Phil relished
the protagonist—metaphorically, himself—whose mild-mannered exterior concealed the man of
steel (in fact he originated this “Superman” character in a 1930 novel, Gladiator). Ultimately,
many of these stories are fairy tales. Miss Jones, the jobless librarian who is thrust into the world
and goes fishing with her last dollar, has a predecessor in Snow White. The disagreeable rich
man with the lovely daughter, a favorite character (“Danger on Coral Key”), is the traditional
powerful king with a captive princess, to be won through deeds of daring by a poor but honest
peasant lad.Fishing provides the deeds of daring. In these stories Phil demonstrates the thrills in
every kind of fishing Miami has to offer, from battling giant tunas off Bimini to casting for bonefish



in the Florida Keys. He can make bait-fishing for your supper (“Spare the Rod”) just as exciting
as boating a four-hundred-pound blue marlin, and that’s because he felt that way himself. I have
seen Phil as tense as a big-game hunter, plug-casting for pan-sized mangrove snappers under
the pilings of a dock. I’ve seen him just as thrilled with the resulting catch as with an International
Game Fish Association record billfish. And he worked at passing that enthusiasm on to others,
including me.When I was six, visiting my father and stepmother in Florida, Phil set a fish trap off
the seawall in Biscayne Bay behind his house and caught for me a small octopus, a creature that
transfixed me with its mysteriousness as it promptly squeezed itself right through one-inch-mesh
chicken wire and returned to Biscayne Bay. When I was eight, Phil bought me my first aquarium
—guppies and mollies, tetras and zebra fish, and a little turquoise catfish, all species I still
admire. When I was twelve Phil taught me how to rig lures for trolling in the Gulf Stream (they
had to be perfect) and when I was fourteen he taught me to cast accurately—in the backyard in
South Miami, using a hookless plug, with an old tire for a target—so I could go bonefishing with
him.Phil thought he would make a fishing enthusiast of me; he made a marine biologist instead.
He puzzled over that in the dedication to one of six earlier anthologies of Crunch and Des
stories. Phil had been watching my spouse and me netting one-inch fishes out of tide pools for
laboratory study. He finally decided that he could dedicate a book of fishing stories to us
because that was fishing—of a sort.I enjoy Phil’s writing (he made me a writer, too, and I’m
grateful for that). I even like most of the vitriol; he was being angry, of course, yet he was also
being funny, an aspect of his work that both his fans and his detractors often fail to appreciate.
But I have always loved best these stories of Crunch and Des. Here is the scientist I try to be,
demonstrating what Phil’s friend Konrad Lorenz has called the naturalist’s crucial “unreflecting
joy” in watching living organisms, be they palm trees, pelicans, or plug-casters. Here, hovering in
the background, is the gentle, tender, affectionate Philip Wylie I knew.Some of these stories are
period pieces; I have let them stay that way. For example, the words we use in speaking of
women and of different races have changed. Phil used the verbiage that was considered most
polite at the time; I hope the reader will recognize his good will and forgive the anachronisms.
Money amounts are anachronistic too, inevitably. In the early stories, Crunch and Des charged
customers thirty-five dollars a day to hire the Poseidon. By the last story, a day’s deep-sea
fishing cost one hundred dollars. Today, in 1990, this kind of fishing costs six hundred dollars—
or more—a day. At any price level, it has always been out of the reach of all but the well-to-
do.Since this chain of tales began, the price of a meal or a day’s work may have changed; the
Miami sunsets have not. You can still catch a bonefish in Biscayne Bay, and the marlin still run
past Bimini. It’s a joy to me to anticipate new readers for these stories, which publisher Nick
Lyons and I consider to be the best of Crunch and Des. For the reader about to breathe Wylie’s
velvet air, hear the chug of charterboat engines, and cross the indigo-blue edge of the Gulf
Stream for the first time—I envy you. Good fishing.KAREN WYLIE PRYORWIDOW
VOYAGECRUNCH WHISTLED lovingly. “A beauty,” he said, balancing himself on the riverbank
by grabbing a palm frond. “A sheer, pure beauty!”“She’ll do,” his companion answered. He wiped



sweat from his forehead with a bandanna and nodded to himself. “Only a real sea boat has lines
like that! She’s a duzie!”The object of their affection scarcely merited such praise. Indeed to give
it any, required imagination and hardihood. Before them lay the hull of the Evangeline IV.A mere
glance would have revealed that it had been under the water for some days, another that it had
been partially burned, and a third that it was holed and plugged in the stern. The cabin was a
carbonized melee. The engines had been lifted out and sold to some other optimists. So had her
twin screws, her steering gear, her compass and her chromed fittings; even her name was partly
missing, so that it spread on her forward bulwark in quasi-Esperanto: Ev ng l ne IV.“We’ll clear
that stuff out this afternoon—”Crunch nodded. “Then cut the stern out, put in a sliding door to
haul the big ones through, build a new cabin—a trunk cabin, by golly!”“Get an engine!”The
mention of an engine silenced them. A good engine would cost six or seven hundred dollars.
They had put their savings—two hundred dollars—in the hull. They had signed a note for two
hundred more—a note due in six months. And Crunch’s wife was going to have a baby sooner
than that. Only, it was she who had taken the money from the bank.“Buy that bottom,” Sari had
said. “You may never get another chance. It’s worth a thousand, easy.” She’d thrust her chin out
nearly an inch, and Crunch had argued for three days, but he had known by the chin that all
argument was simply vanity.So now they jumped silently aboard the Ev ng l ne IV and through
the hot afternoon they wrenched loose and poured upon the oily bosom of the Miami River an
aquacade of damaged jetsam—cushions and window frames, linoleum, partitions, shelves,
bedsprings, rudder cable, rope, bent brass, planks, canvas, and even broken dishes. But
everything that might be usable was carefully transported to the bank.When the light failed, they
straightened up. The demolition had largely cleared the hull, but what remained looked more like
the archaeological residue of a Viking longboat than the foundation for a successful business—
the business of scouring the open sea, under charter, in quest of sailfish, marlin, broadbill,
dolphin, grunts.Crunch rubbed his arms and, in the omniprevailing screen of twilight, changed
his shirt and pants. So did his companion, who would serve as mate aboard the fishing boat they
planned to resurrect from the salvaged vessel. Then they walked over to the Gulf Stream
Dock.Miami’s Gulf Stream Dock is a gaudy spectacle. Gaudy even against the neon-spangled
harbor and the perfervid sky line behind it. It extends three hundred feet into Biscayne Bay and
has mooring slips for fifty boats. Behind each cruiser is a placard bearing its name. Lights glitter
on wet planks, on the functional bodies of the day’s catch, and floodlights beglamour the colored
dresses and the pastel beach costumes of the crowds that stroll there. Small lights wink from
slowly swinging portholes, and brighter bulbs illuminate cockpits and the fishing tackle—delicate
gear affected by masters of the craft, and the appalling equipment with which sea giants are
fought; reels as big as ice-cream freezers and rods as thick as baseball bats.Here the public
comes to rent deep-sea fishing boats. Here, every morning, wild-eyed expectation puts out
toward the South Atlantic and returns at night as triumph, or alibi. The place reeks of romance
and fresh fish.Voices from the busy brilliance greeted the boat builders—friendly voices and
grudging ones: “Hi, Crunch! Hello, Desperate!”“Hello, fellows!” Crunch’s eyes found Mr. Williams.



He was standing beside the scales with a group just back from the Stream.“Thirty-two pounds,
Mrs. Merson!” He chuckled. “Nice dolphin!”The woman’s eyes sparkled. “I thought I’d go
overboard!”Mr. Williams nodded as if Mrs. Merson’s dolphin were something unprecedented and
altogether amazing. He turned. “Hi yuh, boys!”“Fine.”Crunch gazed thoughtfully at the water, the
theatrical clouds, the rigid volplane of a homebound pelican. “Be a light northeaster tomorrow.
About like today.”Mr. Williams said, “Yup. Plenty of sailfish off the whistling buoy.”There was a
pause. Crunch had spent two years in the prize ring. Light-heavy. He hadn’t liked it, but he’d
needed money. Rather, his mother had. At the moment, he would have preferred taking a ten-
round shellacking.He said, “We bought that hull.”Mr. Williams’ two hundred and thirty-eight
pounds seemed to condense. His usually jovial voice was strangled. “I know it! I saw you two
fools tow her up to the river this morning!”“She was a good boat,” Desperate said unevenly.“Sure,
she was! So was the Merrimac before the Monitor went to work on her!”“We wondered, if maybe,
when we got her fixed up—”Mr. Williams interrupted. In his tone was pain that ached through the
soft and fervent evening: “This is like a judgment for trying to help my fellow man! I take you two
birds off freighters! I teach you how to fish! How to do everything from cut baits to nurse seasick
schoolteachers! I knit your reputations by hand! I offer you my own boat to run—the Porpoise
herself—which is the Normandie of the charter business. But no. Oh, no! You have to prog up a
derelict—burned in the bargain!”“She’s only been under a few days,” Desperate murmured.“It’s
not you I blame!” Mr. Williams compromised even that small solace. “It’s Crunch! Thirty years old!
A big guy! A tough guy! But no wise guy! What are you going to build her with?”Crunch blushed
and slowly flexed his right arm. The makers of his shirt had designed it amply, but, even so, the
material was strained perilously around his biceps.It did not impress Mr. Williams. “I suppose
you’ve considered that it generally takes about four thousand bucks—in money—to build
anything a normal human being would risk his neck in!”“We got some tackle lined up,” Desperate
began. “Rudders, a swell mast, outriggers. Sam’s letting us use his place when we’re ready to
haul out.”“You intend to pedal her?” Mr. Williams chuckled.“I’m—we’re—Sari and I are going to
have a baby.”“Fine time to start thinking of that!”Crunch leaned against a piling. It was as bad as
he had expected it would be. But he was beginning to feel sore. It wasn’t exactly soreness,
either, but a deep, burning sensation—the kind that had won him his nickname. Won it in small
boxing clubs, where nicknames are more likely to be “Drop” or “Fade-out.” Light fell on his eyes;
Crunch had eyes like the blue flame of a welder’s torch.“We’re building this boat, see?” he said.
“I’d have worked for you this season—only I want my own boat more. Especially with a kid
coming. I thought when we got her ready—”“Which’ll be about 1960!”“—if you were going to
have a place on the Gulf Stream Dock, you might let Desperate and me—”“—tie up here? Why,
man, they won’t know it’s a fishin’ boat! They’ll think it’s a case of mossbunkers!”Crunch
shrugged. “O.K. If that’s the way you figure.” He turned to walk away. He’d set his heart on the
Gulf Stream Dock, but there were other anchorages.Then he felt Mr. Williams’ hand on his
shoulder. Mr. Williams’ other hand was held out straight. “I’ll talk to the corporation next week! I
hope you build a solid-gold boat and catch every four-eyed fish in the sea! I wish I had some



dough—”“Thanks,” Crunch said.That was all. Mr. Williams tried to decide whether his reticence
was normal, or due to the fact that Crunch couldn’t say anymore; it meant a great deal to be on
the Gulf Stream Dock. He wondered, too, how he could persuade the corporation’s committee to
save room for a nonexistent cruiser to be raised, like the Phoenix, from burned boards. And by
grit alone.Crunch and Desperate made a tour of the dock and gleaned from their friends a
summary of the status quo in fishing. From those who were not their friends they gathered black
looks and a few mediocre wisecracks. That group included several captains and mates; the
charter business is competitive, uncertain, and highly individualistic. But all their conversation
was stuff to make a fisherman’s heart beat harder.Marcy was hosing down the Willalou. He
waved and shot water at them before he shut it off. “Nice outside today! The sails are swarming.
Mac hit into an Allison’s tuna. He was fishing a party from Pahk Avenoo. Some fat dame hung it,
and you could hear her squeal clear to Fowey Light. We trolled by, hoping to hook its pal, and
she was doing all right. On it for over an hour, screaming and yelling, and then I guess the tuna
did the usual.”Crunch and Desperate nodded. The usual. Dove deep, wrapped his tail in the
leader wire, kinked it, pulled hard, and went on alone to wherever Allison’s tunas go.Randy said,
“Hear you’ve bid in on a fire sale! I saw the Evangeline hit and explode. A big woof—and that rich
playboy who owned her was in the water with his friends. Coast Guard picked ‘em up. What’s left
of her?”“You’ll see soon enough,” Desperate replied.Randy sliced the port side fillet from a
mackerel. “Yeah? Say, listen, you guys! You fished Mr. Perkins on the Porpoise, but I’ve got him
now. If you bring that cremated derelict over here, don’t try to take him away from me!”Neither of
them responded.A cluster of people stood around the stern of the Valkyrie. They pushed their
way through—poor people from the fringes of Miami, eager to buy fresh fish; rich men and their
ladies, come down from the Beach to arrange for a day of trolling in the Stream; tourists, natives,
kids; and a man who kept repeating, “A self-respecting trout fisherman wouldn’t touch this
marine stuff!” There was also a pretty blond girl who didn’t say anything, but kept staring
incredulously at the sawed-off bill of a sailfish which she held in her hand.“What’s the
attraction?” Desperate called.Squeak Parsons pointed disgustedly with his mop. On the dock
behind the Valkyrie lay the formidable carcass of a nine-foot shark.“Caught him on a big rig,”
Squeak said—and his voice was like his gesture.Fishing for sharks, excepting one or two
breeds, is considered no sport at the Gulf Stream Dock. It’s like—they say—hunting cows in a
New England pasture. Horrid, sharks may be, but game they certainly are not.“My party wanted
to see what it was like,” Squeak explained.Blubber Ellis was splicing a line. He merely
nodded.Crunch grinned a little. There had been some disaster for the placid Mr. Ellis that day.
Usually he was on the dock in the midst of the crowd, dilating the dramas of his past.“What’d you
get?” Crunch asked.Blubber made a noise—a noise like that of a saw on a knot.“Skunked?”
Desperate sounded sympathetic.The note appealed to the huge and unhappy captain. “Is it mah
fault if these rich damn Yankees ain’t got the brains of a crawfisherman? This morning some guy
from Boston comes up and charters me foah the day. Said he’d fished in every sea except the
Caspian. So Ah don’t advise him none. An’ what happens? A white marlin comes along an’ hits



his bait. It’d of been the first caught this year! ‘Drop back to him!’ Ah yells. Does he drop? No, sir!
You can see the marlin turn to gobble that little bittie ballyhoo. Sun’s overhead an’ the water’s
clear as gin. But this half-wit yanks the bait right away from him. You’d think that marlin would
have gone off scared then. But he comes back. An’ the fellow yanks the bait away. The third time
the marlin tried to gulp it—Ah can see th’ expression in his eye, which is plumb furious—but
Mister Yankee feels the spike tap, an’ still don’t let out line! He strikes so hard instead that the
dinged ballyhoo—hook, leader an’ all—snaps back an’ whips around the outrigger, clean out of
the water!”“Tough,” Desperate said. He sounded like a man who was on the verge of a great
emotion.“Tough!” Blubber gazed ruefully at them. “Tough! Before that marlin leaves, he cuts
twice at the ballyhoo swingin’ in the air! An’ Ah can’t get the line free in time to hook him!”Crunch
and Desperate walked away. “It’s a lie,” the latter said, after a while.“Maybe,” Crunch answered.
“And maybe not. I saw a white marlin take a swipe at a flying gull, once.”They caught a trolley car
out to the Northwest section, where faded apartment houses and small frame cottages vied for
unattractive prominence with garages and ironwork shops and half-forgotten, vine-choked lime
groves. Sari was standing in the door of their small apartment. She’d tied up her hair in a ribbon
from an old middy blouse and her dark curls stood like a coronet. She wore a hibiscus at her
waist, held by her apron strings.“Did you get the boat?”Crunch nodded.“Swell! How was
fishing?”“How do we know? We won’t be doing any for a long time.” He hugged her shoulders
hard with one arm and said the habitual things. “Imagine a fishin’ skipper with a wife named Sari!
Or even one that looks like you!” The teasing quality of his voice camouflaged his everlasting
awe.“Did you bring any fish?” Sari asked.They looked at each other guiltily.“Well, we’ve got
plenty without it. But the boys’ll give you all we can eat, and we’re going to be able to eat quite a
lot, from now on.”They sat down to dinner at the kitchen table—which was also the living-room
table. Crunch refused a second helping of beets. Sari ate them—“just to get rid of ‘em.” And
afterwards he said, “What’s at the movies?”She chuckled. “We could go over and look at the
posters. But we can’t give the man three quarters and go in.”“That’s right. Not till 1960, Mr.
Williams says.”Mr. Williams looked down at the Ev ng I ne IV. The boys hadn’t heard him come
along the riverbank through the palms and Australian pines. They were too busy; Crunch
assiduously following a pencil line along a piece of mahogany with a keyhole saw, and
Desperate tacking canvas around the forward hatch. Already, moss and barnacles and sea mats
had attached themselves to the hull. Every sign of its accident was gone, but the once-doughty
cruiser was a shambles. Mr. Williams swallowed hard. He didn’t like unpleasant things in life.
They were pretty nice fellows too. Lunatics, maybe, but the kind you had to admire. Crunch’s
blond hair flew with his sawing. Wife cuts it, Mr. Williams thought. Desperate materialized copper
tacks between his teeth with the regularity of a metronome.“Hi yuh, sailors!”Saw and hammer
stopped. “Come aboard!” Crunch yelled happily.The older man laughed. There wasn’t any deck
in the cockpit. Just crossbeams and braces. Doubled, he noticed, for extra strength. But no
place for a fat man to stand.“Look at her!” Crunch said. “A fellow gave us that mast! Aluminum!
We’re going to get some fancy linoleum for the deck. Lady on a yacht refused it. Wrong shade of



gray. Desperate swapped three sweaters for a mess of cleats and brass strips. They’re used, but
we’re having them chromed. I picked up a wheel from a racing car in a junk yard, and enough
glass to make side panels. Real plate glass! Last week we took a skiff out where the Ellen B.
sank, and dove up—” he pointed—“a bell, and a lot of wire, and fifty fathoms of new inch rope,
still wrapped.”“Barracudas didn’t bother you?”Crunch snorted. “They don’t come near you, if you
don’t splash too much! I got an octopus on my leg, but he was a little guy. Portuguese man-o’-
war’s worse!”“Where’d you get that steering rig? Looks new.”“It is new, though I talked the
chandler into a discount. You gotta have A-1 steering equipment.”“He give you credit?”Crunch
shook his head. “If we could get credit at a marine hardware store, we’d be on velvet. We paid
hard cash. Didn’t you hear? We ran into a fellow needed his house painted. Offered us a
hundred bucks. We got a couple of flood lamps on long cords off a photographer I know, and
finished the whole shebang in two days and three nights. How do you like the trunk cabin?”Mr.
Williams knew boats. He also had vision. “Going to be all right. In fact—if you don’t mind my
saying so—I’m surprised. If you can get her finished this way, and find a power plant—” He broke
off. “I talked to the corporation.”“Yes?”“I hate to disappoint you, Crunch. They just don’t believe
you two birds can build anything that’ll be good enough for the Gulf Stream Dock.”“When they
see her—”“That’s the trouble. When they see her, I’ll be booked solid for another year.
Everybody wants to get on that dock! I had to tell ‘em you didn’t know where your next nail was
coming from. They just gave me a ha-ha for suggesting it.”“But, Mr. Williams, I’ve run your boat at
the Gulf Stream Dock for a long time. The only customers I know fish out from there.”“That’s
another thing. The fellows on the dock—most of ‘em—would hate to see you roll up with a boat.
They’re dividing your business now, and times are none too good. Besides, look at the record
you made the last couple of years in the fishing tournament. If you start repeating that—”“It was
just luck.”“Yeah? Then they’ll be scared your luck’ll hold. Scared you’ll take some of their trade.
They raised the deuce when I said I was going to hold a place for you.”Crunch shrugged. “Nice
guys! Though I can’t say I blame ‘em. And quite a few have been over here, giving us stuff,
lending us tools.”“I’m sorry. Say, how’s Sari? Haven’t seen her around for quite a while.”“Not
coming around, these days.” Crunch looked at Desperate, who had been sitting on the cabin
during the parley.“Well, son, that just makes it so much tougher!” Mr. Williams went away, then,
precipitately.“He’s a good-hearted guy,” Crunch said.“We won’t be on the Gulf Dock,” Desperate
answered slowly. “How we going to get back our old customers?”Crunch was a little grim. “Write
‘em letters.”“Yeah. We can try.” Desperate pounded a tack.Sam’s Boat Yard was some distance
upriver from the cove where they berthed the Ev ng l ne. That was where Sari phoned, and Sam
himself came running through the weeds. It was on one of the black days too. The day when
they’d come down by trolley at 5:30 in the morning—tired, as usual; thin, from working too hard
and eating too little—and found the boat on the bottom. Holes drilled through the planking in
every compartment. Somebody—one of the fearful and jealous captains, doubtless—had spent
a couple of hours there at night. They’d been diving down all morning, putting corks in the auger
holes, and then pumping. Their backs ached and their hands were not just blistered but



bleeding. Desperate had been close to crying, and Crunch had been talking about killing
somebody if he ever found somebody.Sam ran through the weeds. He hadn’t bothered to drop
his blowtorch. “Hurry!” he yelled. “Oh, Lord, hurry!”“Sari?” Crunch asked.Sam gulped and
nodded. “Gone to the hospital already!”Crunch picked up some waste and tried to clean his
hands. Desperate blew his nose. It is not funny when a squarehead cries. Crunch put on his
jacket and considered changing his pants, but didn’t. He went away, and Desperate kept
pumping. All afternoon. All night, finally. He forgot he was pumping. He thought he was just
waiting for something, and toward dawn he had trouble remembering what it was.Eventually the
pump sucked air. He got a sponge and began sloshing water overboard. The Ev ng I ne was
floating again. He sat down and smoked a cigarette. Vaguely, he heard the first trolley stop. And
Crunch came running through the weeds in the track Sam had made, nodding his head, for
some ridiculous reason. His bellow scared up a pair of mockingbirds. “A boy! And Sari’s fine!
Eleven pounds, even!”Desperate fumbled in his watch pocket. “Great,” he said. “Look, Crunch. I
been hoarding a little on the side.” The bills were sweatwadded. “Twenty-two bucks. Not for
hospital bills or the doc. We can handle that later. For Sari and the kid. Maybe even some
flowers.”Crunch saw, as he took the bills, that the Ev ng I ne was dry. A palsy seized him. His
teeth chattered. His arm muscles quivered.“Get some water,” he said, “and pour it over
me.”Desperate poured.“Another bucket.”Crunch sat down, dripping. “A big little guy, like his old
man. Look, Desperate! Do you mind if we name him—”“After me?” The squarehead cursed
softly. “I do. Though, if you can’t think of anything, being in a sort of tizzie, you can use my middle
name.”“What’s that?”“William.”“Bill,” said Crunch. “That’s a good name for a tough guy, isn’t
it?”“Oh, probably he ain’t so tough.”“No?” The blue eyes blazed with outrage for a moment. Then
he laughed. “Bill Adams. It’s O.K. I’ll tell Sari tonight. Let’s work!”Desperate knew, then, how tired
he was. But he whistled while he worked, and stopped only when he heard Crunch chuckle. He
couldn’t whistle then, because the sound made him grin.Bill was six weeks old when his father
decided to give up his dream. Everything that could be borrowed and begged, everything that
could be created by human energy, had been tenderly bestowed upon the derelict. She was a
trim cruiser again, forty feet long, not counting the harpoon pulpit, with aluminum-painted
outriggers, mahogany cabin walls, a registry number, a sky-blue trunk cabin, cream interior,
bunks, galley, stove, two day beds bought on time, top controls, and even a new name, which
Sari had remembered from high-school ancient history—Poseidon. “He’s the Greek god of the
sea,” she had said. “And that includes fish.” Even the most bitter of their rivals had admitted it was
a spectacular job. Only, there were no engines in the Poseidon.Sari had named her and, in
another sentence, reluctantly relegated her to limbo: “The milkman wouldn’t leave anything for
Bill this morning.”Desperate had walked out of the house, then, and spent his last quarter at the
grocery store.And Crunch had walked out later too.When Desperate came back, Sari was
playing with Bill, and she kept her head down. “Where do you think he went? Maybe he’ll kill the
milkman! Maybe he’ll get drunk—and I wouldn’t blame him! Or you, Desperate! Starving,
working like that!”“A guy,” Desperate replied with difficulty, “offered us two thousand for the



Poseidon, as is.”Sari didn’t answer.Crunch took a trolley downtown. The guy might be at the Gulf
Stream Dock. If he weren’t, it was only a short walk to his hotel. Crunch dropped slowly from the
trolley—one hand on the rail sufficing for the maneuver—and strolled out on the pier. The boats
were all in, lights on. The sun had gone, but the sky was still carmine. With two thousand bucks
he could pay up everything and start young Bill out decently in life. He and Desperate could get
jobs; if not in the fishing fleet, then . . . well—there’d been an advertisement for trolley motormen.
He’d run one in Schenectady.He strolled out, thinking of a bell clanging, streams of automobiles
separating, the hiss of air brakes. “Plenty of room in the rear!”People were crowded around
Randy’s Vanity. Must be something special. Mechanically, he pushed in to observe.A big man
with a café-society accent began yelling at Randy. “In my opinion, you cut off that fish
deliberately! Criminal negligence! It was a record fish! A monster!”Randy blinked and looked
palely at the crowd. “I’m sorry, Mr. Closser. I didn’t do it intentionally.”“I was Randy’s passenger,”
another man said. “It wasn’t his fault. He was getting a hook out of my sleeve, and his mate was
helping.”The big man was breathing hard and growing redder. “I don’t want to hear this fool’s
excuse! My fish had taken out a lot of line! He ran his boat over the line and broke it!”Suddenly
he swung and knocked Randy back into the water. There was a silent, suspended instant. Randy
came up, swimming in the tide. Someone threw a rope. Closser looked at his fist, smiled, and
walked down the dock.Crunch followed him. So did Randy’s passenger, although Crunch did not
notice that. He didn’t notice anything. He had never liked or trusted Randy. But Randy was a little
guy. And it was more than that. For three months Crunch had been fighting against odds that had
proved insuperable. The gall of disappointment and frustration seethed inside him. He walked,
and kept whispering, “The lug. The mean lug.” He followed the lug into the parking yard, watched
him unlock a long yellow roadster, walked closer, and spoke. “That’s the right color car for you,
Mr.—Closser.”The man whirled around. “Look here!”“Randy’s a fisherman, mister. He wouldn’t of
lied. If he cut off your fish, he’s sorrier than you are. His customer said the same thing.”“Do you
want what he got?”Crunch came to his senses a little then. He had been a fighter. Fighters don’t
fight with the laity.The big man mistook his silence for circumspection. “I thought not! It isn’t
healthy! When I was in Harvard I was the intercollegiate loose heavyweight champion.”Then
Crunch felt the burn again, deep, terrible and glorious. “A man who had the opportunity to go to
Harvard,” he replied, “should know better than to be a louse.” At least afterward he maintained he
had said “louse.”They all came up—captains, mates, customers, rich men, poor women,
sportmen, the newspaper boy—everybody. They said it was a better fight than the promoters
had ever staged in Miami. They said Crunch hit him so hard the last time he took off the crushed
coral in the parking yard like a hooked mako. They said he went so high you could see the sky
line under his feet. It wasn’t so, but he did fall flat, and got up a while later and drove off without
troubling anyone.Mr. Williams took Crunch into his office and called a doctor. Two bones were
sticking through the back of Crunch’s right hand.“You shouldn’t have done that,” Mr. Williams
said. “Captains fighting passengers! Give us a bad name!”“I’m not a captain any more! I guess I
had a bellyful of life! Had to hit somebody!” They poured iodine on his hand, and his eyes turned



gray. “Sorry.”Then Randy’s passenger came in. He looked at the torn blue shirt, the iodine and
the gray eyes—which were coming back again to blue. “You a captain down here?”“Was,” said
Mr. Williams fearfully.“Got a boat?”“Have one. No engine.”The man nodded. He was a tallish
man, thin, no sunburn, and he wore gold-rimmed glasses. He looked like a banker, or, maybe, a
broker. One of those New York men, alert, quick; good fishermen, sometimes. This one was
about fifty.“No engine?” he said after a while.Mr. Williams tried to make an excuse: “He and his
mate were tops at the charter business till they got swelled heads and tried to build their own
boat. They got licked on dough. He’s through! It’s too bad, but I guess he couldn’t take it. And he
just plain had to sock somebody.”“My name,” said the man, “is Taylor. This was the first day that I
ever tried deep-sea fishing. And I like that right of yours. I like it. I’ve been run out of my office by
my doctor for a couple of months. If I chartered you in advance—say four weeks—would
that? . . .”Crunch looked at his hand. “Yeah,” he said, “it would.”“How soon could you be
ready?”“A week?”“I’d like to get in on the first day of the Miami tournament. Is it possible?”“We’ll
try. But with this mitt . . .”When he returned to his home and opened the door with his left hand,
Sari raised her eyes and stared for a minute. Then she whispered to Bill, “There’s your father.
He’s been fighting. And he’s drunk. Maybe he isn’t quite as good a guy as I’ve been telling you
he was.”So Crunch grinned. “Not drunk. Not a drop. I get this goofy expression from being
happy.” He took out a ten-dollar bill. “Where’s the squarehead?”They lost track of time. Slip
Wilson and Bugs Holover and Cap Johnson came to help them. Slip even gave up a charter on
one of the days. Bugs worked all night. The engines were lowered on the blocks. The reduction
gears were attached to the shafts. Desperate put in the panels and hooked them up.Mr. Williams
drove over to the river on the eve of opening day. “I have your number in the parade. Think she’ll
be ready?”“Try to be,” Crunch said.“Wish I had a berth for you at the dock. Looks like you’ve had
a break. I suppose you know this Taylor owns a newsreel company?”Crunch shrugged and lent
his good hand to holding a storage battery. “I don’t care what he owns, so long as it pays
dividends and he likes fishin’!”“Did he tell you he was taking two cameramen out with him to
shoot the boat parade and any fish he catches?”Crunch looked down at Desperate, whose arms
knotted as he turned a bolt. “Hear that?” He wasn’t pleased. “First trip, and we get a job put up
on us! What if we don’t have a strike all day? It’s happened before! Every sports page will run the
news that the Poseidon entered the tournament with two cameramen, and came back with all
her bait! That’s a sweet handicap for her maiden voyage!”Desperate grunted. “Can’t we make
the guy wait till after our first trip?”“It is kind of putting the lug on you boys,” Mr. Williams agreed.
“I’d hate to drag baits for two cameramen all day. But, then, it’s really not the boat’s maiden
voyage. She was the Evangeline, remember! Kind of a ‘widow’ voyage!” He laughed.“Maybe we
won’t have her ready anyhow,” Crunch said dispiritedly. And he went back to work.At 8:30 the
next morning, Mr. Taylor was waiting on the sea wall near the Gulf Stream Dock. Waiting
anxiously. The fifty fishing cruisers were wound with crepe paper, spangled with gold and silver
paper stars, and bristling with fishing tackle. A vast throng on the pier yelled, sang, waved, took
pictures, and prepared to embark for the flotilla parade. A band struck up “Dixie” aboard the



glass-bottom boat, and the fleet pushed off. Once every year, to open its fishing tournament,
Miami decks itself in bunting, and sails out on its indigo ocean in everything floatable, from
rowboats with kickers to yachts with crews of fifty.As the crowd thinned and vanished, Mr. Taylor
fidgeted. His cameramen drove up and unloaded their equipment.“The boys’ll be along,” he said
convincingly. “Soon. Very soon, now.”It was 9:15 when the Poseidon appeared, cutting across
the bay, both motors roaring, a wave at her bow. Mr. Taylor felt weak with relief.And Crunch made
a bleak apology as he held his boat off the sea wall: “Sand in our gas, friends! We can still make
the parade, I hope.” They did, by a narrow margin. They were last in line, but, Mr. Taylor thought,
far from least.It was a peaceful day outside, with wheeling gulls and golden sargasso weed
floating on the fantastically blue water. Slow fishing—which is not unprecedented in January—
and Mr. Taylor relaxed. It was midafternoon before he bothered to think that his two cameramen
had photographed no piscatorial drama worthy of national release. Nothing but the boating of a
kingfish, and a long shot of a dolphin shaking out the hook.He understood the effect of such
failure only when Crunch traded places with Desperate at the top controls, and said, “Well, at
least she behaves all right.”“Sure,” Mr. Taylor said. “Best boat in the fleet! You two birds have
genius! So why worry about a sailfish? We’ve got plenty of days to get ‘em in.”Crunch gazed into
the two blue distances of sea and sky. “Yeah. But it’s a pity, since we have these photographers
—”“We can take ‘em again.” Mr. Taylor tried to smile away Crunch’s disappointment.“I guess so.
But it’s the first day of the contest. And our first trip. Besides, nobody has a sail yet.”“How can
you tell that?”“When we catch one we run up a flag.” He scanned the fleet. “Haven’t seen
any.”Then Mr. Taylor knew chagrin. He shouldn’t have brought the photographers. They
interfered with the mysterious thing called “luck.” They were an embarrassment to Crunch. He
began praying for a sailfish.And he was deep in some mystic ritual when Desperate’s voice rang
thrillingly from above: “Watch it!”“Watch it!” eventually became unforgettable to Mr. Taylor. He
looked at his bait, trolling under the clear water, occasionally breaking the surface. He looked,
and grew tense from head to foot. There was something behind and underneath it. A mere
shadow.Crunch was whispering, “Get ready to drop back when he taps it.”Then the tap, as the
sailfish slapped the bat with his bill. Mr. Taylor tremblingly threw down the lever that let the reel
spool turn free, and his bait, as if killed by the sail’s slap, drifted astern. There was a silence. The
reel unwound. He tried to count to ten. Then suddenly the unwinding reel sped faster. “He’s got
it,” Crunch whispered at his shoulder. “Slam on the drag and sock it to him.”After that, Mr. Taylor
became confused. The reel stopped unwinding. The line went taut. He remembered vaguely that
he stood up and whipped back the rod, that there came an alarming answering pull, that Crunch
half carried him to the big center chair and sat him down. He remembered that the reel was
making a sound like a wounded banshee. He remembered how the rod bent and how he
struggled to hang on. He remembered being afraid that all the line would be run off the reel, and
that presently, with sickening suddenness, the line went slack. He thought it had broken.But
Crunch yelled, “Wind, man! Wind! He’s coming up to jump!”So he wound, and looked out on the
water, and saw what some men have spent months to witness—the awesome leap of a sailfish,



sword flailing, jaws wide, indigo dorsal spread full, the wide-forked tail churning itself free of the
water. The fish hung in the air for a second; huge, scintillant, miraculous. Then it was gone. It
came again, walking across the sea on its tail.He remembered other things. A surging dive that
melted line from his spool. Exhausting efforts to regain it inchmeal by heaving back slowly on the
rod and lowering it quickly to crank back precious inches of slack thus created. Cramps in his
reel hand. Sweat running down his face, and Crunch wiping it away without taking his eyes from
the place where the line sizzled through the sea. He remembered the first time he managed to
heave the leader wire out of the water and thought he had the fish, only to see it rush away
again, a hundred yards in a few seconds.And at last—it seemed hours later—the intensity of the
struggle decreased. The fish was drawn near the boat. Its sail broke water. It lay over on its side.
Crunch begged him to “keep it coming,” and, paradoxically, to “take it easy.” Then Crunch
reached, grabbed the wire in a gloved hand, bent low and lifted. The sailfish, beating the
bulwarks with its tail, was heaved bodily across the gunwale and dispatched by a single blow,
which Crunch administered with a milk bottle.“Didn’t have time to turn up a billy on Sam’s lathe,”
he explained.It seemed a fantastically trivial statement to Mr. Taylor, until he realized it was
Crunch’s effort to hide his own excitement. They stretched out the fish, ecstatically praised its
colors, and bent it into the seven-foot fish box. Only then did Mr. Taylor realize that his cameras
had been grinding all the time. The Poseidon’s widow voyage would make the newsreels.Three
days later the Poseidon was standing on the ways at Sam’s Boat Yard. Desperate and Crunch
were toiling underneath her stern, putting on bigger rudders and otherwise preparing for a trip
with their customer to the Keys. Sari had brought Bill down; he lay on the grass, watching the
white clouds navigate the southeast trades. His mother unpacked a far from frugal lunch and
listened while her husband filed noisily on a dull piece of bronze, and talked above the sound:
“You’re going to be a widow, honey, like the boat! This spring. Guy saw us in the newsreels
yesterday and wants us for several weeks in Bimini!”A car stopped. Mr. Williams stepped out. His
expression was secretive. “Got a note for you, Crunch.” He studied the Poseidon’s naked
planking. “You guys ought to quit fishing and build boats! Nobody ever got rich in the charter
business!”“We like it!” Crunch opened the note, read it and handed it to Desperate. “Dear
Adams,” it said. “Ever since you cleaned up on that Closser rat, I’ve felt like a heel. Business has
been slow for me. I figured if you got a boat you’d take Perkins back. I bored those holes. Now I
got a chance at a good berth in Key West for the spring and I’m pulling out. Maybe Mr. Williams
will give you my spot at the Gulf Stream. Randy Forbes. P.S. You can’t prove I sunk your
boat.”Desperate giggled. “The dumb Benny! Doesn’t this note kind of prove it?”Crunch took the
note from his mate. He tore it slowly into many pieces. He tossed them into the air, and the wind
carried them out onto the oily river. He looked up, then, at Mr. Williams.“Randy’s left my pier,” he
said, “for the reason of ‘business elsewhere.’ And other reasons not known, but suspected, by
me. Want the place, Crunch? Thirty bucks a month, including light and water.” His eyes were
twinkling. “Nice dock; be a credit to the Poseidon.”Another car stopped on the road beside the
ways. Mr. Taylor walked over. He gazed at Sari, at Bill and at the lunch. Then he called to his



chauffeur, “I’m eating here! Come back at six!”The mate looked surprised. Mr. Taylor untied a
bundle. There were work clothes in it. “Thought I’d help you guys do a little painting, Desperate.
Nobody in my business knows it, but I painted signs for a living once.” He grinned at the
squarehead. “Which reminds me of a query that crossed my brain last night. I don’t know what
your real name is.”“Smith.”“I mean, first name.”Desperate glanced about to be sure Sari and
Crunch and Mr. Williams were beyond earshot. He stared doubtfully at Bill for a moment. Then
he gathered himself. His eyes met Taylor’s. “Nobody in my business knows my name.” He
paused again. “Desmond,” he said truculently.HOOKY LINE AND SINKERTHE Poseidon
STRAINED against her stern lines as the tide attempted to pull her away from the Gulf Stream
Dock; her harpoon pulpit dipped in an expectant salute to the surrounding bright morning and
the far-off cobalt horizon; the halyards on her outriggers shivered in the light breeze. Farther
down the dock, the Go West’s motors coughed, thundered softly and carried her into the
Government Channel which led out toward the cobalt streak. In the Go West’s stern cockpit two
plethoric and somewhat ponderous gentlemen grinned and rubbed anti-sun lotion on their faces;
a day’s fishing lay ahead, and Miami faded astern.Crunch looked up from his work. “Wally’s got
Mr. Wheatley again today.”He picked another balao from the icebox and measured it against a
large hook. Then he inserted the hook and wound the bill-like nose of the small fish tight against
the shank with copper wire. A chromed leader ten feet long completed the rig—a bait that would
swim like a live fish. But woe unto any marine giant who tried to swallow it.“Here comes those
Jameses,” Desperate murmured. He was looking down the dock. A young man and a very pretty
girl were walking somewhat diffidently in the distance, feasting their eyes on the sights of
fishermen, fishing boats and fishing gear.Crunch nodded. “Someday when we have nothing
better to do we’ll take those kids outside.”“You will not!”They turned.Sari, very lovely in slacks,
but with a nonetheless hostile aspect, stood behind young Bill’s baby carriage. Crunch winked at
his infant son and leered at his wife.“You should be at home washing dishes and cleaning
house,” he said; “not down here on the dock taking up the time of busy men.”The hostility
increased. “If I didn’t keep tabs on you two morons, we’d starve! You still owe for some of the
boat, and for our furniture, and you have a wife and child to support! The charter-boat business
isn’t a gold mine. And you idiotically bought that radio telephone—”“Are we going to listen?”
Crunch asked Desperate solemnly. “Look, Sari. If we get in trouble, you’ll be glad we have a ship-
to-shore phone. If we get delayed out there with a big one on, we can call, and you won’t worry. It
brings in business; people like it—” He pronounced each threadbare point with undue
emphasis.In the next slip, Captain Emery interrupted the good-natured family dispute, “Hey,
Crunch! Fishing today?”“Yeah. Customer I don’t know, name of Granger.”“Want to lay ten bucks
we have a better day on the Firefly?”Sari answered that: “No! Not now! Not ever! Crunch isn’t
betting. We’re trying to make a living, Captain Emery.”The skipper of the Firefly pulled his hat
down over his ears, grinned and murmured, “Excuse me.”Sari continued her wifely homily.
“Those James kids are sweet; I talked to ‘em a couple of times. But when we get rich enough to
dole out charity, Crunch Adams, I’ll let you know. And I’ll do the doling!”Crunch nodded and



came up on the dock. He made a pass at Bill with his right—the right that had earned him a
living in the prize ring for two unpleasant but necessary years.“O.K., Sari. I just thought someday
when we didn’t have a charter we could take them out for a couple of hours. The gal was sick, so
that James lad gave up a swell job in the North to bring her here. Now he grubs in a bank, and
their only fun is coming down here to watch us go out and see what we bring in. They’ve read
every book in the library on fishing. They even know what people catch in Siam and Japan! I feel
so sorry for ‘em I almost hate to talk to ‘em!”Sari sighed. “Yeah. I know how you feel—and how
they feel too. But we can’t do favors, Crunchie, till we get ahead!”She kissed him and wheeled
Bill along the Dock, smiling in answer to numerous cheery greetings. She spoke to the Jameses,
too, when she passed, and she left them looking at a cobia caught the day before. They studied
it carefully and walked along to the place where the Poseidon lay.“Good morning, Captain,” Mrs.
James said.Crunch waved. “How are you, folks?”“Oh, wonderful, just as usual.” She pointed to a
roll of heavy white paper under her husband’s arm. “Jeff worked out a new theory about where
sailfish feed, last night.”Jeff’s flush was deep, but not quite so deep as his enthusiasm for his
idea. “Of course,” he said, “I’ll never have a chance to prove it.”“Come on aboard.” It was
Desperate who gave them the invitation.“Could we?” The girl looked down the dock worriedly.
“Aren’t you all set to go out?”“Sure. But our party hasn’t shown up.” Crunch held out his hand to
Mrs. James, and then to her husband, who scorned it politely and dropped into the cockpit.
“What you got there?”Both the Jameses took a moment for the mere enjoyment of being aboard
the boat. They’d been on board others at the Dock, but never before on the Poseidon. They
exclaimed at the sword of a broadbill mounted over the compass and sniffed the exhilarating
blend of paint, salt, rope and varnish. Then Mr. James, still embarrassed, unrolled the paper.“It’s
a hydrographic map,” he said. “Covers the coast along here.”Crunch spread it out for him on one
of the day beds aboard the Poseidon. He and Desperate bent forward earnestly, as if nobody in
the charter-boat fishing fleet had ever thought of studying the Government soundings and their
relation to the habits of fish. But Mr. James surprised him. It wasn’t an old theory.“I’ve studied a
good deal of physics,” he said. “You know, I used to be an engineer. And I’ve worked out a chart
to show the effect of varying depths and winds on the submarine drift of the Gulf Stream. It’s all
theoretical stuff, but I’ve checked it as much as I could, with catches made for the last few
weeks. Where the fish were hung; how the wind was blowing that day—velocity and direction.
Take, for instance, last Thursday a week, when the fleet brought in all those white marlin. There
was a northeaster. Eight miles, almost steady. Barometer at 30.01. Temperature from 71 to 77.
The Stream was in toward shore, running about two miles an hour. Now look at the bottom.” He
pointed to his map of the ocean floor. “It would be scoured up along these lines. The weeds and
small fish would probably congregate here—and here—” he pointed with a pencil—“which is just
where they hung seven of the nine whites they caught that day.”“Isn’t that amazing?” Mrs. James
said proudly.Crunch nodded in a sage and approving manner. No use to tell a person so rabid
about fishing—a person who couldn’t afford an hour of fishing—that years of experience had
taught him that all such theoretical consideration of winds and tides was futile. The fish simply



came and went, struck or failed to strike, according to natural laws that transcended mere
physics.Desperate, equally skeptical, nevertheless feigned approval.“Mr. James,” he said,
“someday fellows like you will put fishing on a completely scientific basis! We’ll know exactly
where to go, when. We’ll just sail out and massacre ‘em.”The young man’s pride was adequate
reward for that kindness. “It’s at least possible—”“Possible! It’s the coming thing!” Crunch was
paternal.Mrs. James laughed. “Jeff’s terribly bright . . . Tell ‘em what you thought about conditions
today!”Her husband’s demur was instant. “They have their own ideas.”But Crunch seemed to
want nothing more than the James data. “Go ahead! We might give it a whirl!”“I’d certainly feel
flattered if you did. But—well, where did you plan to go?”Crunch scratched his head. “Well, with
this southeast breeze, I thought we’d spend an hour out at the end of the ship channel, till the
tide changed; then head north, maybe as far as Baker’s Haul-over; then cut away out in a big
circle . . .”Mr. James was shaking his head. “Nope. Not if I’m right. South is your direction—and in
close. Head for Fowey Light. Ought to be a lot of small stuff well in—dolphin, bonito, some kings,
scattered white marlin, and whatever sails are around today.”“We’ll try it,” Crunch replied. “And
thanks for the tip.”“Oh, that part was fun. Janet and I are batty about fishing—on paper. I guess
we’re pretty much of a pest here at the dock.” He smiled apologetically. “It’s the only amusement
we can afford; being sort of ‘buffs’ for fishing.”“You could try wetting a line from one of the
causeways,” Crunch suggested. “I’d be glad to lend you a couple of outfits.”Mrs. James shook
her head. “We did try, and we did get some snappers. But I guess Jeff would rather dream and
plan about going after the big ones than catch all the little ones in the sea . . . Come on, darling!
It’s 8:30! . . . And thanks!”Crunch helped them ashore. “That man,” he said to his partner, “is
crazier about fishing than I am! I call it a rotten shame.”“The girl likes it too.”“Sure.”Fate at that
moment entered the proceedings in a small way. A boy in a scarlet uniform with the name of a
Miami hotel on his cap hurried down the dock, looking at the boats. When he saw the Poseidon,
he stopped. “That’s it,” he said aloud. “Poseidon.” He approached. “Message for the captain. You
it?”“Yeah,” Crunch said. Internally, he sank. A cancellation. Thirty-five bucks lost, and a day to be
spent idle at the pier.The boy regarded Crunch—open blue shirt, blue trousers, sandals. “Hell of
a looking captain!” He held out an envelope.Desperate swore softly and looked over Crunch’s
shoulder.Dear Skipper:I’m having to take the night plane back to Kansas City. Business. Don’t
know whether I’ll make Miami again this season or not. I hadn’t got up my party when the news
came, so here’s my check for the charter, and I’ll look you up next year. Thanks for a swell day I
didn’t get a chance at.G. J. GRANGERCrunch eyed the messenger who was hovering so
purposefully, and whose insult had been so direct that Crunch decided to waste no dime.“Go
back to your hotel, son,” he said coldly, “before those red pants set fire to the dock.”Then,
abruptly and with force, he turned toward Desperate. “Say!” “Just what I was thinking!” Desperate
gazed down the pier, smiled a little at his skipper, and hopped ashore. He caught Mr. and Mrs.
James as the theoretical angler was hailing a bus and kissing his wife good-by at the same time.
He explained the situation. Under her tan, Mrs. James went pale. She looked imploringly at her
husband.But he was just smiling. “It’s mighty nice of you two fellows. Terribly nice. I’ll never forget



it. But I got to bring home that twenty-eight a week, and the bank is always casting about for
excuses to reduce its personnel in the springtime.”Desperate’s eyes were guileless. “You could
of been fighting an attack of acute indigestion all night.”Janet interrupted passionately: “Of
course you could, Jeff! You haven’t missed a day since you got here! You could have a tummy-
ache, or a migraine, or anything! We’ll never have another chance! Oh, Jeff!” She began to shed
a few strategic tears.Jeff took a nickel out of his pocket. He tossed it and caught it. Putting the
matter up to destiny, like a man, Des thought. But Mr. James didn’t look to see which side of the
coin came up. He simply stepped into the dockhouse and dropped the nickel into a telephone
slot. They heard his voice above the clangor of passing traffic: “. . . awfully sorry, Mr. Briggs . . .
terrible attack . . . fine tomorrow, I think . . . Yes, sir.”Aboard the Poseidon, Crunch was being
twitted by Captain Emery. “She won’t let you bet, eh?”“My party didn’t show up. I’m taking out
some kids, I think.”“Wears the pants, does she?”Crunch shrugged. “Just the same, if I were
betting, I’d bet on my two passengers. They’ve never fished.”“And I’m fishing a couple of the
smartest light-tackle men in South Florida, but you’d bet on amateurs!”“I said I would. Because
fishing is one part skill and three parts luck. Those Jameses stand as good a chance as your
professional anglers, almost, if they decide to go.”“Maybe your wife would let you bet a nickel, as
a sort of token. Then, if your kids go out and beat Weymouth and Grenoble today, you can make
my nickel into a locket. Or wouldn’t she let you risk a nickel?”Crunch flushed. “It isn’t like that.
Nothing like that. We’re trying to get ahead!”Emery chuckled. “It sounded like Mrs. Scrooge
herself, to me.”“Look.” Crunch got up, still flushing. He spoke quietly and intensely: “Want to bet
the whole day’s dough—thirty-five bucks—you get a better haul than I do, if I go out?”That
frightened Emery. Finally he said, “All right. I will. Yes.”And the Jameses returned. Desperate
strode delightedly in their wake. Crunch didn’t mention his bet. Instead, as he held up a hand to
help Mrs. James, he said, “They give him a day off?”And Mr. James lied, without thought, and to
his eventual distress: “Sure. Told me to go ahead and take a day. Said I could make it up later!
Gee, this is the most exciting thing that ever happened to me in my life!” He glanced at
Desperate with a request for backing in his eyes. No need of letting Crunch know he’d told the
bank he was sick. Des winked. And Janet smiled.“They’re nice at the Union Dade,” she
said.Crunch nodded without giving the matter further consideration, and threw the stern lines
ashore. The Poseidon headed out in the lead of Emery’s Firefly, to fish beginners against old-
timers for a wager.He headed the Poseidon east until he had left all the channel buoys astern,
except the big whistler that marked the turn from the ship lane. The wind was southerly and
Crunch pointed into it, after a long look at the rest of the fleet, miles to the north.He was thinking
about his bet and about the fact that the other captains didn’t concentrate their boats to north’ard
if there was good fishing elsewhere; he kept only a casual eye on Desperate, who lowered the
outriggers and attached baits to the lines on two sturdy rods. His face relaxed a little when he
saw the enthusiasm with which the Jameses watched each step of the various maneuvers—so
familiar to them from their books—but experienced now for the first time. And he even grinned
faintly when Des put over the first bait.Mrs. James shut her eyes and crossed her fingers and



murmured, “Pray, Jeff! Start praying for luck right now, and don’t quit till we come in! This may be
the only chance we’ll ever get!”Tough to be that poor. Tougher still that it cost so much money to
troll in the deep sea. And no way to avoid that. Crunch’s eye automatically followed Mrs. James’
line from the rod tip up to the tip of the outrigger, where a clothespin on a halyard held it in a firm
pinch, so that the bait skipped along the surface of the water far abeam of the Poseidon’s wake.
His eye dilated when it came to the bait. The balao hadn’t been dancing for a half minute, but
there was a fish coming for it, a big dolphin, leaping clear of the water, green, gold, and fast, on a
course at right angles to the Poseidon’s. It dawned on Crunch that the Jameses might be
lucky.“Get ready!” he said at the same time.To a beginner in the art of deep-sea fishing, such a
phrase is disconcerting. It lacks cogent direction. It merely alarms. The girl stiffened from head to
foot. She grabbed the upper part of her rod with both hands and levered it back in the socket on
the seat of her chair, so it stood up straight.She said, “Oh, my!” Then she saw the dolphin’s last
leap—a long one, like a greyhound’s—and saw it slam at the bait. She said, “E-e-e-e-e!” in a
gentle scream.Mr. James, similarly afflicted with buck fever, offered several conflicting directions.
“Hold hard!” he shouted. “Reel like hell!” he added. “Lean forward! Pull back!”His wife’s line
snapped free of the clothespin, and a hundred feet of slack floated down on the water. It began
to grow taut immediately, as the fish ran off diagonally astern and the Poseidon’s inertia carried
her ahead, although Desperate, steering from the cabin roof, had thrown her out of gear. Crunch
ran to the girl’s side. “Reel,” he said calmly. “Reel fast and gather up that slack.”Mr. James stood
up and stared. “I don’t think he took the bait,” he said with bitterness.Crunch glanced at him.
“No? Then what’s dragging that line under water?”The girl screamed again. The line had come
tight. The reel began to give forth a tormented sound. She cranked with zeal and saw at the
same time that the spool of her reel was turning in the opposite direction. Theoretically, she
should have understood—the fish was pulling harder than the point at which the drag had been
set, but, in the heat of battle, the loss of line against her best effort seemed dangerous.She
pressed her thumb on the spinning reel and yelled again, “Ouch! I’m burned!”“Idiot!” her
husband bellowed. “Half-wit! We may not see another fish all day, and you’re going to lose
it!”“Take it easy,” said Crunch.Desperate walked forward on the decking over the cabin and
peered into the volcanic cockpit. There was amusement in his eye, and when he caught
Crunch’s, he winked. Then his attention went elsewhere.Mr. James, with a concentration that
would have been admirable in a naval battle, was trying to use spiritual force to make his wife do
the right thing in this great crisis. Not that he knew what the right thing was. Indeed, as the
dolphin broke far out on the water, and then went into a series of aerial convulsions, he yelled,
for a reason he was never later able to explain, “Give him slack! Give him slack!”However, Mr.
James still clung mechanically to his own rod, and it was that which attracted Desperate’s gaze.
The Poseidon had stopped. Mr. James’ line had lain limply for a minute or two, dangling in the
water from its outrigger, which was itself now like a mighty fish pole. However, Desperate saw
that the bait had stopped its normal slow sinking and was being drawn rapidly downward by
some force which was not aquatic.Indeed, as he looked, the loosely hanging line pulled up the



clothespin in the outrigger and snapped out. He opened his mouth to mention it, and he
hesitated. Mr. James had been pretty imperious about his wife’s amateurish and skittery
behavior. Let him look to his own laurels.Ordinarily, the outriggers serve two purposes: they troll
the baits in calm water outside the boat’s wake, and they permit an automatic “dropback,” so
necessary for bill fish, which first merely hit the bait—knocking the line from the clothespin and
thereby dropping a hundred or so feet of slack on the water—and then return to swallow it—
which they usually will not do if the bait is carried onward by the boat’s motion after the first hit. In
this case, however, the outrigger served no purpose except to prevent Mr. James from feeling his
strike.Mr. James’ recognition of the fact that he, too, had a fish was vocal. A heavy surge bent his
rod in a considerable arc. He very nearly lost his hold on it. And his reel started at once to make
banshee sounds. So did he. “A-a-a-w-e-e-e-e—wow!” he said.Desperate spoke quietly but firmly,
“Crunch, it’s a big one.”Mr. James had been holding his rod nonchalantly across his lap; now he
was on his feet, experiencing trouble in keeping it from going overboard. The butt was gouging
his vital organs. Both men were needed to get it set in the socket of his chair.Mr. James
thereupon forgot about his wife and her fish. He stared, instead, at his reel spool. It was making
unguessable revolutions per second. In fact, it spun so fast, the line strands could not be seen
and seemed merely to be melting away, like the snowball in the proverb.“Turn the boat!” Mr.
James yelled. “He’s taking everything I’ve got.”Crunch looked up. “Turn her,” he said.Desperate
put the boat in gear, gunned it and shoved the rudders over. The Poseidon swung around and
began chasing Mr. James’ fish.Word came from Mrs. James almost instanter: “I’ve lost
him!”“Wind,” Crunch said fervently. “We’re after the other fish, and that’s putting bellies in your
lines! Wind, both of you.”“My wrist hurts,” said Mrs. James.“Wind anyway!” her husband
yelled.“You, too,” said Crunch.“He’s jumping!” Mrs. James reported.“Mine’s sounding!” Mr. James
said. “And there’s hardly any line left! Can’t we do something?”Crunch scanned the sea. The
Poseidon was pouring along in pursuit of Mr. James’ fish. But it was a big fish, because even with
the throttles open, it was still tearing line from Mr. James’ reel.Then, far ahead and to starboard
of the Poseidon, Crunch saw a sight common in Bimini waters, but rare off Miami. A heavy
“blue”—a marlin—soared into the air, angrily shaking his head, throwing barrels of water with his
flukes, walking along the placid blue surface, vanishing and reappearing. On his second leap, he
turned a complete somersault. On his third, he rolled twice in mid-air. Crunch glanced anxiously
at Desperate. And Des only bit his lip.This was luck, indeed, but luck not for beginners. It was
luck worthy of all the strength and kill of an old hand. The rod was light for the fish, and so was
the line. Twenty-four thread. It would break under a strain of seventy-two pounds. And the marlin
looked as if he would go three hundred, which meant he was capable of exerting double the
strain the line would stand, on a dead pull. Of course, the pull wouldn’t be dead; the drag would
slip. Still—Crunch looked at Desperate again. He had stopped biting his lips. That was the
apogee of apprehensive facial condition for Des.“Won’t somebody help me?” Mrs. James asked
piteously.Nobody even heard her.Crunch leaned down to Mr. James and spoke in a fatherly
manner—a gentle, tender manner: “He’s a pretty big one.”“Did you see him?” Mr. James began



to shake.“I had a glimpse of him,” Crunch answered placidly. He sounded so offhand that Mr.
James doubted his fish was very big. If he had known Crunch better, if he had seen the
perspiration running down Crunch’s forehead, he would have realized that the captain was
capable of no more terrible excitement. “Take it easy,” Crunch added.“He’s jerking my shoulders
loose!”“Throw her out!” Crunch said to Des. “His first run’s ended!”“Praise God,” Mr. James
murmured. So did Des, to himself.Crunch then dived below. He came up with a leather harness
which he slipped over Mr. James’ head and attached to two eyelets on the reel. The strain of the
bowed rod was thereby taken from his arms and transferred to his back. He gasped. He let go of
the rod for a minute, holding it entirely on the harness, and rubbed his hands on his
trousers.“Sweaty,” he explained. “Slippery.”Crunch brought a cloth. The marlin had swung around
in a wide curve and was now astern again. Mr. James began pumping—heaving back slowly
against the fish and then dropping his rod tip quickly while he wound in the slack thus gained.
That much of his theory was beginning to register.Mrs. James’ voice came rather grimly: “I
suppose, Captain, being a man, you only care about men catching fish. I suppose it wouldn’t
interest you to know that I have a big fish on my line, too, and that my thumb is bleeding where I
burned it on the reel. And that my fish keeps jumping madly here and there, and I haven’t the
slightest idea what to do about it, except to try to keep a tight line.”“That’s right,” Crunch said
quickly. “Keep it tight.” And he paid her no more attention. Instead, he tested the drag on Mr.
James’ reel and watched the water intently at a point some two hundred and fifty yards
astern.“He’s taking line again!” Mr. James cried alarmedly.“Yeah. He’s going to jump.”“Jump!
What is it? A sailfish?”“Well—” Crunch didn’t want his angler to die of shock—“it’s a kind of big
sailfish.”The lie was futile. The “sailfish” suddenly decided to exhibit itself—not ahead of the boat,
where Mr. James couldn’t see it, but astern and in full view. I came out of the water with a surge—
bounded out—immense and shocking. Silver and blue. A fish more than ten feet long, with a bill
like a baseball bat and rolling eyes the size of teacups. Every time it leaped, Mr. James was
racked as if an invisible Joe Louis had walloped him between the shoulder blades; and every
time it leaped, Desperate prayed to his strange and personal Scandinavian gods. Crunch only
wiped off more sweat.He tried hard to see how it was hooked, for on that fact depended much of
the battle ahead. If it was hooked insecurely, then, in one of its submarine power dives, it would
surely pull free, or in one of its seasplitting leaps it would toss the hook clear. But the marlin
twisted so swiftly in the air that Crunch could make no adequate determination. It was still on,
and that was something.It jumped straight up, its bill fifteen feet clear of the sea. It bounded
horizontally, twenty feet at a crack. It stood on its tail and shimmied. It shook its head like a
colossal bulldog. And Mr. James, involuntarily, shook, bounced and shimmied with it.This
fusillade of jumps had other, wholly unanticipated effects.In the first place, Mr. James, having
witnessed the thing to which he was bodily attached, lost all reason.“It’s a marlin, isn’t it?” he
said hoarsely.Crunch merely nodded.And Mr. James collapsed morally. “You better take it,” he
said. “The biggest fish I ever caught weighed four pounds.”Crunch shook his head. “It’s yours,” he
answered, “and you’re doing fine. But don’t waste your strength.”Mr. James sobbed.His wife had



also seen the titanic emergence. It had simply paralyzed her motor functions. “Nobody,” she had
said insanely, and yet with a certain sort of logic, “has a right to try to catch anything like that on
a rod and reel!”“It’s been done,” Crunch answered. His back was turned to her as he bent over
Mr. James, murmuring encouragement and instruction.Desperate, however, left the controls long
enough to peer into the psychic bedlam. “Have you lost that dolphin?” he asked.“Dolphin?” said
Mrs. James.“Yes. The one that you were fighting.”She looked dazedly at the rod in her hand. Her
line had been slack for some moments. And her reel was jammed; she had wound in all the line
in one place; it had piled up and made itself into a brake that acted against the metal rods which
held the reel together.“I’ll come down,” said Des.“You stay up there,” Crunch said harshly. “We’ve
got a lot of line out!”“Just pull out the line with your hand,” Des said then, to the inert
fisherwoman, “until that pile doesn’t scrape any more. Then wind in on the side where there’s
room for it. Maybe he’s still on.”Janet did so. She pulled out the piled line and wound it up
carefully—not with the idea of encountering her fish again, because she had been told that if you
give any fish slack, he’ll get free—and she rewound the spool evenly, so that it would not jam
again. In that process she was surprised. She did not pull in a bare hook. Instead, she
encountered life and fury when her hook was still fifty or sixty yards at sea. The dolphin, having
rested, took to the air again.He leaped and he ran. When he stopped running, he was almost as
far away as Jeff’s marlin. “Oh, my!” she said. “I’d rather watch Jeff!”Des grunted. “Be plenty of
time for that!”And Crunch yelled, “Give her the gun! He’s coming toward us!”The marlin did come
toward them, at what was literally express-train speed, his high dorsal fin cutting the water like a
periscope. Mr. James spun the reel with a frenzy that belied his aching arms and numb fingers.
Des gave the Poseidon every drop of gas she would take. It wasn’t enough. The fish doubled
back on the line. Crunch whispered, over and over, commands to the angler to get in line, and
his voice was a mixture of supplication and threat.But a man’s best reeling speed added to the
Poseidon’s sixteen knots is trifling compared to a marlin’s top velocity when he is aroused. It has
been estimated at sixty or seventy miles an hour—some say a hundred—and the fish swam in
until Crunch grew pale. It looked as if he were going to ram the stern. That had happened in
Bimini once or twice—a blow that rocked the boat; a bony bill a foot or two long, broken off after
being struck cleanly through two inches of mahogany planking and left there as a souvenir.
Certainly the marlin had the idea of attack in his enraged mind. But he changed it when he was
not more than fifty feet astern. There was a sweep, a geyser of water as he hauled up; and he
broke again, jumping high, fast, violent, and so close to them on the last leap, that a bucket of
water was flung into the cockpit.On the last leap, too, Crunch had stood up and grabbed the
heavy gaff, holding it like a bat, ready, in case. In case the marlin came aboard. That had never
happened, so far as he knew, but it had almost happened several times. And nobody could say
just what the result would be if three or four hundred pounds of powerful billfish landed among
several people in very close quarters. It wasn’t a calming idea.“He’s gone,” Mr. James said, after
a moment of quiet. Mr. James sounded relieved.Crunch looked. “Threw the hook, I guess. Are
you sure?”“Positive. Line’s slack.”Desperate had cut the motors again.Mrs. James spoke. It had



been quite a while since she’d said anything. “All the time we were trying to keep Jeff’s fish from
running us down,” she murmured in quiet pain, “mine was running away. Now, I’d say there’s
about ten feet of line left on the reel. I can see the little shiny spindle here and there. I may say,
too, I don’t care much. My feet hurt from pushing on the stern. My back will never be the same
again. One arm is paralyzed. My thumb is a bloody pulp.”Her husband stared at her. “And
suppose you’d been hung on a marlin all that time, instead of that—minnow?”Crunch sagged
back against the cabin wall. “Gone, eh? Well, reel in and we’ll start over. If you’d got that fish,
mister, it would have been the first ‘blue’ caught in Florida waters this year. You’d have topped
the tournament. But you can always say you hung one—”He never finished. Mr. James had not
lost the “blue.” It had merely submerged fifty feet or so and rested. Being inexperienced, he had
not thought to wind in his line to make certain his quarry was gone. He had accepted the long
period of slack as proof positive. Now, however, the rod bent, the reel yowled, and the marlin
took off in a vertical power dive until he approached bottom at some sixty fathoms. He then
turned and zigzagged among the reefs in a generally northward direction.Mr. James bent with
pain. He clung to his rod, not with stubbornness, but with the grim resignation of a man who has
been sent over the top on a glorious but probably fatal mission.Crunch screamed in a mighty
jubilation.Des lighted a cigar he had been saving for three days. It was in somewhat wispy
shape, but it drew. In the ensuing hour and a half, he smoked it down and burned his lips before
he tried to throw it away. When he did that, he burned his fingers.It was a memorable hour and a
half. Somewhere during it, Des hopped down and gaffed for Mrs. James a very handsome forty-
pound bull dolphin. Even Mrs. James scarcely noticed that episode. The dolphin ran off the
marvelous series of color changes, for which the breed is celebrated, without an audience. He
lay still and regal at last, alone and without mourners. Mr. James and his fish held the
spotlight.There came a time when even Crunch was worried. After all, Mr. James had been
clerking in a bank for months. He was not in perfect physical trim. Men had been known to walk
ashore after a tussle with a big one and shake off the mortal envelope. Deep-sea fishing is not
recommended for persons with heart disease, for example. Mr. James had suffered, visibly. But,
on the other hand, he had seemed singularly tenacious, and in his lithe frame there were
muscles. The warm Florida sun bathed him, he perspired, the breeze blew on him, the indigo
water splashed alongside, he seemed to be in excellent shape, but Crunch finally lost his
argument with himself.“Look, Mr. James,” he said; “if you’re taking too much of a beating, I’ll sit in
on the fish for you.”James turned. Something had happened to him in the latest half hour of the
struggle. His face was set, calm, unutterably determined. “If you touched the rod or reel, it
wouldn’t be my fish, would it?”“Not according to the rules.”“Touch it, and I’ll break your
neck!”Crunch nodded. Then he looked up at Des and winked.“I was stroke,” said Mr. James, “of
the hundred-and-fifty-pound crew in my college. This is child’s play.”“Oh,” Crunch answered.
“Fine.”When the marlin spent himself to his last erg, calorie and decibel, Mr. James manfully
pumped him alongside. By that time, Crunch and Desmond were half maddened with the
expectation of victory. Any fish so well hooked that he could not free himself with long minutes of



slack should rightfully be theirs.“Heave him up a couple more times,” Crunch said, “and I’ll get
the leader. Then it’ll be your fish, even if I lose him.”Mr. James heaved, lowered and wound. The
marlin lay out on the water, limp, glassy-eyed and unprotesting. Mrs. James stood by the
gunwale, yelling at him—though afterward she swore she had not said a word. Crunch pulled out
a panel in the Poseidon’s stern, which opened a square hold almost to the water line. He put on
gloves. He reached out suddenly and grabbed the leader wire just as the swivel came up close
to the rod tip.“Throw off your drag,” Crunch muttered, “in case he runs again.”Des, also wearing
gloves, hopped down to aid.“I’ll grab his bill,” Crunch said, “and haul his head inboard. Des will
grab, too, and help . . . Mrs. James, you stand ready with the billy, and we’ll put him out with that.
Let’s go!”Only it didn’t happen that way. Crunch pulled the fish through the water gently with the
wire leader. Then, just as he was about to grab the fish’s bill, the hook came out.Accidents like
that are frequent. The marlin had been hooked in the bony corner of his jaw. Two hours of
battling had eroded a hole there and the hook had dropped free. All four of them saw it. And the
marlin began to sink, too tired to swim, a fighter temporarily groggy from effort. He sank a foot,
two feet. Crunch dropped the leader and just stared at him. Desperate did not move. Mr. James
shivered and tears began to well in his eyes.Then Crunch made a little history. He was not the
first to perform the act, nor will he be the last. Men spend fortunes and chunks of lifetimes to “get
a blue.” Charter-boat men spend all their lives in hopes of catching a few—a dozen, perhaps.
And this one, by all rights, had been caught fair. To lose him after such a struggle was
intolerable.Crunch grabbed the end of a stern line and dived in. He held the line in one hand.
With the other he reached down in the blue water and grabbed the rough and heavy bill. The
marlin, thus unfamiliarly assaulted, made a last valiant effort. His tail broke water, churning foam.
Crunch was visible in the near depths, dancing involuntarily about. But Crunch had been a fighter
—a good fighter. If the marlin was strong, so was he. And if the fish was exhausted, Crunch was
fresh and full of fury.Des had already picked up the rope and was pulling. His muscles writhed.
Janet grabbed it also. And Jeff tried, but his gear and his debility kept him from rising. In a
second or two Des had Crunch’s hand. Then Des had the bill of the lashing fish and Crunch was
coming aboard. Together they pulled the marlin into the cockpit and dispatched it.Crunch stood
there, panting, soaked, grinning. And he spoke to Mr. James. He spoke with fervor and even a
little awe. “Nice work, James! Beautiful! Shake!”“Me?” said Mr. James vaguely.“Sure. You caught
him. I almost lost him. You ought to kick my pants for letting that hook drop out.”Mr. James stirred
weakly. “I’ll be . . .” he said softly.Then Janet realized that it was all over, crossed the cockpit,
kissed him, and began to laugh and cry at the same time.Her husband rested the rod on the
gunwale. He unbuckled his harness. Crunch relieved him of it. He stood up uncertainly,
stretched, said, “Ouch!” and looked down at the fish. He said, “Hmmmm.”Crunch ducked below
and came up with a blue flag, and a bandage for Mrs. James’ thumb. The “bloody pulp” turned
out to be only skin deep. He attached the blue flag to the halyard on the outrigger and ran it
up.“It’s the first marlin ever caught on the Poseidon,” he said quietly. “You two ready to start
fishing again?”Mr. James gaped. “Do we have to?”“It’s customary. Only noon. I’ll rustle some



beans though.”“Good idea,” said Mr. James. “Janet and I will just go upon the top andWhen the
Jameses were resting comfortably, albeit excitedly, on the monster which stretched the length of
the cockpit, at the mighty bill, the fierce forked tail, the yawning jaws. “I caught it,” he said. “I!
Imagine!”When the Jameses were resting comfortably, albeit excitedly, on the cabin top, Crunch
went over to the dials of his ship-to-shore telephone. He picked up the receiver-transmitter and
listened. He gave his letters. “Gimme,” he said, “The Miami Dispatch.” He waited. “Fishing editor,”
he murmured presently. He gazed at the Keys, winding greenly southward on the far horizon. He
watched a man-o’-war wheel in the sky. He whistled a little. “Hello! This Bob Breastedt? . . . This
is Crunch Adams. . . . Yeah. I’m outside. . . . Sure I got something to report. We just boated a
‘blue.’ About three hundred . . . and on twenty-four thread. . . . I know it’s the first this year. . . .
Fellow by the name of Jeffrey James. . . . Works in the Union Dade Bank. . . . Oh, about two hours 
and fifteen minutes. . . . Jumps? Better say thirty. There were more. . . . Anything special?” Crunch 
pondered a moment. “Sure. The guy only caught a four-pound fish before in his life. . . . Yep. First
trip, first blue marlin. That’s the height of something, isn’t it?”He hung up. He went aloft and sat
down beside his exuberant guests. “Well,” he said genially, “I just reported our catch to the
fishing editor of the Dispatch.”It had a wrong effect, somehow. He heard the girl’s breath catch.
He saw Jeff start. “I suppose they’ll print it?” Jeff said slowly.“Print it! Why, it’ll be on the front
page! There’ll be a gang of reporters down at the dock to take your picture when we come in
tonight!”“I see. There isn’t any way we could . . .” Mr. James looked at the surprise and discomfort
on Crunch’s face. “You see, I told my boss I was sick. And if he knows I went fishing . . .”Crunch’s
eyes wandered away toward the ocean again. “You mean you told old man Whitbie—” He started
to say more, but didn’t.Jeff smiled ruefully. “Not Whitbie! I’ve never even met the president of the
outfit. My boss is a sourpuss named Briggs.”“Oh,” said Crunch, “I see. I’m sorry if I kind of spoiled
your day.”Janet leaned over and looked down at the fish. “You haven’t,” she answered. “You
couldn’t! If he gets fired, there are other jobs! I’m well. Maybe now he will go back North. But he’s
caught a marlin, and I guess he’d lose twenty jobs for that!”Crunch didn’t answer. He brought up
lunch after a while. Then the Jameses resumed fishing.Their luck for the rest of the day was
normal—two bonitos, a kingfish, a mackerel, and another dolphin—the largest under ten
pounds. A sailfish showed once behind the baits and went away without striking. Janet said she
was glad. It had been her bait. “If I’d caught him,” she said, “think of the dreadful anticlimax!” But
their spirits were not what they had been at first. And when Crunch started toward the
Government Cut at 5:30, their courage ebbed visibly. Crunch overheard them once figuring out
whether or not their cash resources would pay the bus fare to Buffalo. He explained the situation
to Desperate. And it was a very quiet group that was warped up to the Gulf Stream Dock—for
champions.With the motley and enthusiastic crowd as a background, and the aid of other
captains and mates, Crunch and Desperate brought the marlin ashore. They hung it on the high
crossbeams and weighed it. Three hundred and thirty-six. Eyes bulged. Questions crackled.
Several hundred people pushed, marveled and exclaimed. Jeff and Janet stood in the
Poseidon’s stern and answered as fact as they could. Then the reporters came, with more



questions and with cameras. Jeff was posed holding the rod and standing beside the fish,
smiling, looking up, smiling at his wife, frowning sturdily, holding a fin, and smiling at the fish. A
man from a radio station told them they would have to make a statement on the air that night.
Customary, he said. Bewildered, they agreed. The head of the Tournament filled long blanks and
elicited information for press dispatches to the rest of the world.Jeff took it all stoically. “Might as
well be hung for a goat—” he said.And then Janet nudged him. “Look!”He looked. It was Mr.
Whitbie, the president of Union Dade, elbowing his way toward them, his face firm and
implacable.“He’s come down personally,” Janet whispered, “to show you up. Probably he thinks
a public lecture will be good for morale in his bank. Talk back to him, Jeff! Please do!”Mr. Whitbie
was beside them and the crowd all around. Mr. Whitbie inspected the fish and then Jeff and
finally Jeff’s wife, with the same cold eye.“You’re an employee of mine,” he said finally.“I was,
anyhow,” Jeff answered.“Hmmmm. Looked you up. Heard from Briggs you said you were sick
today.”Janet interrupted: “Look here, Mr. Whitbie. Jeff is fishing crazy! He adores it! He—he
knows more about it than any man in Florida. He’s read everything! And if you don’t think he can
fish, look at the marlin! You pay us a measly twenty-eight a week. And Jeff’s only here because
of my health. We got a chance to go out free today, thanks to Captain Adams . . .”“Hmmmm,” Mr.
Whitbie repeated. “Nice dolphin. Jeff get that, too?”“I did,” said Janet. “And it’s second in the
Tournament so far! And if you’re going to fire Jeff, do it, because the photographers want some
more pictures.” She gestured toward a number of men, kneeling with cameras.“Fire him?” Mr.
Whitbie’s manner changed perceptibly and suddenly. “My dear young lady! I’ve been trying to
get a ‘blue’ myself for two weeks every year for five years. Breastedt phoned me when he got the
ship-to-shore message from young Adams. Fire your husband! I came down to find out all about
how he did it!”Janet gulped.Mr. Whitbie turned to examine the marlin’s head. “By George!
Loosely hooked, eh? Must have kept a perfect taut line, eh? James, any man who is a fisherman
is a hell of a lot more! I’d like to have you and Mrs. James for dinner. And—” He raised his voice
to address the photographers: “Get a couple of pictures with me in it beside these folks! I’m the
president of the bank where this boy works!” There was a ring in his voice which belied his alibi
to Janet and Jeff: “Good publicity for the bank, you know!”Crunch had heard every word. It had
been a better denouement than he had dared to suggest. Because all afternoon, knowing that
Whitbie was as rabid a fisherman as could be found in Florida, Crunch had combined wishing
and logic in a passionate hope that the Jameses had not made a fatal error by playing hooky.
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Geoffrey Brown, “A fish tale read by a non-fisher.. I read the reviews here and as one who read
Philip Wylie’s serious books, I was curious to read his writing in an entirely different genre. I
never fished and this book was a collection of short stories about a couple of fishermen. Your
reviewers told me not to worry, as a non-fisherman I could still enjoy the stories and I did. The
stories range from 1939 to 1956. In a way the fact that they are spread over time gave you a
sense of the characters aging and changing and in Crunch’s case raising a child. The stories are
delightful, not complicated and sometimes a little sentimental. But you really are brought out to
the Florida waters and aboard their boat and feel the drama in bringing in big fish. Wylie puts you
there with all the sweat and skill that goes into it. I came away wondering whether his stories
encouraged Hemingway. In sum, a great many good reads are in the volume. The only regret is
to know that much of that fishing area is depleted.”

James Smith, “Farewell to the Slicks. Philip Wylie was a popular writer of the forties and fifties.
He wrote short stories for dough, and a few acerbic novels and essays for pleasure (
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). Now he's dead and forgotten, and that's a shame. This is a collection of the best of his deep-
sea-fishing short stories written for the prestigious Saturday Evening Post (a magazine now just
as dead and forgotten as Wylie).These are pleasant stories, entertaining and readable, from a



period when people did read, even men. If you can pull yourself away from looking at pictures of
cute cats for half an hour, give these a try. You may come away feeling, as I do, that we've lost
something important, something that we never even knew we had.”

No Shrinking Violet, “A Truly Good Read. Although I live on the Columbia River, I am not really
into fishing… This book may have changed that for me! This man can write. Hilarious, yet
touching stories. I felt like I was on the boat looking out over the water right along with these
sympathetic, tough, ultimately believable yet larger-than-life characters. The insights into human
nature in each of these salty stories is just as fascinating as the descriptions of the fishing.
Fishing interesting, what?! YAWN. Well, folks, I have officially changed my mind on that. I
desperately want to find more of these. A new genre for me and surprisingly, completely
satisfying. I rarely give five stars, but even more unusual, I may reread this book.”

Susan, “Old Florida Fishing. Best choice of fishing short stories if you love to read about Florida
saltwater fishing at a different time period during the 1950s. These stories were originally written
for the Saturday Evening Post and still are an enjoyable read. I am very happy that I found the
book.”

Phillip H. Beard, “Do yourself a favor and buy this book!. I don't fish. But the short stories told in
this book are great. If you enjoy great writing and stories with good overtones, then you'll enjoy
this book. First read it when I was about 15. I still pick it up and read it at least once every year.
I'm mid-40s now.Set in the 30s and 40s, these short stories chronicle the working lives of two
charter boat sport fishermen and their customers who sail out of a Miami, Florida fishing dock.A
great perspective on life in those times and better days in this country. A feel good book even for
someone who isn't a feel good kinda guy. I'd loan you my copy, but I don't want to part with it. A
book I'd want my kids and their kids to read.Filled with many personalities and twists, but always
with a good ending.”

PaPaBear65, “Fantastic Author who captures the essence of fishing!!!. Amazing to find that this
book was originally released over 70 Years Ago and is so applicable to today...you feel like you
were there and you know the same type of characters that exist today as well!!!”

Jim Wilkins, “Had been looking for this for years, loved the stories as a kid. Really good tales of
the early days of charter boat fishing in southern Florida. My Grandfather ran a boat out of
Marathon, in the keys back in the 50's and 60's, and these stories always reminded me of those
days.  Loved reading them in the "Saturday Evening Post".”

Tom, “This is a great book! I've had it for many years. This is a great book! I've had it for many
years, and have reread it numerous times. I recently bought a copy for a fishing buddy, and he
has also enjoyed it (and he's not a reader!). The author knows fishing, and I really like this



glimpse of south Florida in the 40's and 50's. The stories are not high drama, but are very
entertaining, with a fine human touch. If you like to fish, and enjoy good stories, this book is for
you.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 76 people have provided feedback.
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